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Obtain  diploma of Drilling Fluids Engineer from API (Algerian Petroleum Institute). 
Had worked in the oilfield business for more than 22 years, as Drilling fluid and 
cement Supervisor and Superintendent, would like to enlarge my professional activity
in other countries where interesting to travel, for further interview where can discuss 
skills please join  on the above phone numbers i'm ready to work any where .very 
interested to do job Drilling Fluis Supervisor.

EXPERIENCE

Asst. Mud Engineer
ABC Corporation - APRIL 1981 – NOVEMBER 1985

 Worked as a mud engineer for a little over a year, when times got 
slow.

 Worked in Newparks drilling fluid warehouse as the Mud plant 
maniger for the Rocky mountain district.

 Provided well site service to customers of Sonatrach 3- Based on 
interpreted results of routine and specialized testing, provides 
technical guidance of API customized engineered fluids to maximize 
wellbore value.

 Formulated and operated mud systems.
 Provided testing, technical analysis and specific recommendations for

controlling fluid properties.
 Managed issues such as abnormal pressure control, lost circulation 

and various other physically and chemically related problems.
 Carried out different calculations related to drilling fluid in order to 

find out Metallic displacement, capacity of drill pipe.

Mud Engineer 
Delta Corporation - 1976 – 1981

 Testing, maintaining and making qualified recommendations for 
Drilling Fluids Systems, Inventory tracking, Customer relations, 
Processing Daily and .

 OBM &amp; WBM experience.
 Daily testing and maintaining drilling fluids, primarily utilizing 

polymer systems for both gas and oil drilling.
 Primary focus initially on Morrow and Atoka gas wells, then a majority 

of horizontal wells since 2009.
 Testing and maintaining drilling fluids to the specifications as 

proscribed by either mud program or operators company 
representative, as well as .

 Wells to include a wide variety from high pressure gas fields in Jal, NM
and Mentone, TX areas to oil wells, both shallow vertical holes and .

 Worth and surrounding areas.
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EDUCATION

 Engineer in Drilling Fluids - 1979(API Algerian Petrolium Instiutute - Hassi
Messaoud Algeria)

SKILLS

Vertical And Horizantal Well , OBM , WBM, Gel-Polymer.
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